
high school

We are often asked, “what makes a preschool through 8th grade school special?” At St. Mark’s, we believe a foundation for lifelong 
learning is established in the elementary and middle school years, and we are most proud of the way we support our students along their 
path to high school and beyond. As a school that truly does celebrate each child’s uniqueness, we not only meet children where they are, 
but personalize, rather than standardize, their path to the next level. The Head of Middle School and the Headmaster spend time, one 
on one, with 8th grade students and their families to help them target schools of interest that will fit and support them, and, as a result, 
nearly all our students get into their first or second choice schools. These schools that our students choose represent a diverse collection 
of faith-based, independent, and public programs, each chosen to help our graduates find a school community that will support their 
growth at the next level.

our class of 2020 is high school bound

BOUND

The St. Mark’s Class of 2020 is high school bound!  This year, the Class of 2020 is headed to 13 unique  
high schools across the greater Houston area. We are excited for our graduates to continue 

their educational journey at the following incredible high schools.

the kinder 
high school of 
performing and 

visual arts

Allison Artlip

houston christian 
high school

Allan Currier

strake jesuit 
college preparatory

John Artlip

Mason Bollinger

Ethan Bradford

David Chiu

Mason Chiu

Preston Dillard

Alex Flores

Will Gillette

Dominic Green

Nicholas Jacobsen

Sam Kennett

Owen Lynch

Jack Walker

episcopal high school

Richard Cadena

Ashlyn Collings

Sarah Doan

Hayes Dodson

Fletcher Dyke

Leila Elserag

Ann Michelle Manner

Sam Marino

Chase McGarr

Daphne Melton

Maddox Miner

Sophie Shapiro

Jackson Soler

st. agnes academy

Georgia Bailey

Grace Beckmann

Kendall Doerr

Campbell Grissom

Malia Isaacson

Gabby Merrell

Annabeth Whittaker

st. pius x 
high school

Colsen Huthmacher

post oak 
high school

Charlie Brisch
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